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LINE IN LEAVES
Andy Goldsworthy

Some artworks are not intended to last forever, and the real value can be found in the
act of collecting, making and recording a special creation. Andy Goldworthy is an
artist who works with nature and creates beautiful and unique sculptures from the
same natural materials that you can find in your closest greenspace.

Found Art
In response to the work of Andy Goldsworthy,
create a beautiful sculptures from the natural
materials that surround you.

Go outside to your garden or on a walk and take a bucket or bag. Start
collecting any interesting natural materials you come across. Look for
leaves of different shapes, colours and sizes, sticks, and stones.
Remember not to pick from a plant that is still growing.
Choose a spot of ground which would be a good place to start building
your artwork. You may have to clear it of leaves or other debris. Think about
the colours around you, have you picked objects that are bright or dull.
Look around and you will see leaves are not just green.
Think of a word that could inspire your artwork, at Jupiter we like ‘walk’
and ‘wrap’. You could carefully wrap your found object with leaves, Try to
use natural materials instead of glue - spit or thorns could ‘ glue’ the
leaves onto your object.
Start to arrange your sculpture. Think about the colours, shapes and
patterns that you can create by careful placement of your materials.

I want more:

Choose the word ‘up’ as your inspiration word - how can you make your
sculpture rise up from the ground?

Share your objects with us!
Email pictures to eleanor@jupiterartland.org, tag us on Instagram, Twitter, or Facebook!
Find out more about Andy Goldsworthy and the ideas that inspired him at jupiterartland.org

